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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good morning.  My name is Lora Turner. I am the lead Marine Minerals Project / Oceanographer lead for Marine Minerals Branch within the Leasing Division under the Office of Strategic Resources at the BOEM.  Based in Sterling, VA. Also with me today is Alexa Ramirez with QSI who is our marine geologist on our project team.  Our office has leveraged a NOAA Geospatial services contract and QSI is supporting BOEM with the development of our MMPGIS.  In short, The Marine Minerals Program is a fairly small program in the Bureau – approx 12 staff (primarily marine geologists and physical and biological oceanographers).  MMP are located in both in VA and in New Orleans.  Our program focus is to Identify and evaluate potential OCS sand resources (Offshore Sand Inventory/Database and Ocean Planning) Respond to requests for OCS sand for coastal restoration (negotiated agreements) Conduct environmental reviews (NEPA, ESA, etc.) Conduct studies that inform decision-making Use stakeholder outreach and coordination in decision-making process Provide for competitive leasing of OCS “non-energy” marine minerals. We are excited to share our efforts towards a national offshore sand inventory and using GIS to support marine spatial planning and coastal restoration 



Agenda 

MMPGIS Overview 
Sand Resource Analysis Tool Prototype 

—How the tool works 
—Preliminary results 

Collaboration 
—Partner data incorporated into the MMPGIS 
—Managing multiuse conflicts 

Future 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Today we plan give you a brief overview of the MMPGISAlexa is going to share our development efforts towards the Sand Resource Analysis Tool, How the tool works and preliminary results from the prototypeThen back to me to talk about the collaboration involved in data development into the MMPGIS with our partners and efforts to provide offshore sand resource data layers to support marine spatial planning with multiple ocean uses 



What problem are we trying to solve by developing a Marine Minerals Geodatabase?  
 
The need to know where compatible sand / sediment resources in the OCS to support coastal restoration 
and marine spatial planning.   
 
What questions will the MMPGIS support?   
 
‒ Where are the OCS sand / sediment resources to inform management decisions within ocean planning 

and lease use? 
 

‒ What is the extent of compatible sand / sediment resources in the OCS to support restoration?  
 

‒ Where is the authoritative source data for sand resources?   
 

‒ What vital marine mineral products and data on national, regional, and local scales do managers, 
planners, and scientists need? 
 

‒ How do we improve sharing marine mineral datasets with our partners?  

 
MMPGIS will provide capability for a National OCS Sand / Sediment Inventory 3 

MMPGIS Overview 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Marine Minerals Program:  Manage development of the Nation’s offshore mineral resources / sediment resources through the continuation of OCS resource assessment and delineation efforts, database development and planning, identifying and managing conflicts with other activity on the OCS, and conducting appropriate environmental reviews. What problem are we trying to solve by developing a Marine Minerals Geodatabase? The need to know where compatible sand / sediment resources in the OCS to support coastal restoration and marine spatial planning.  What questions will the MMPGIS support?  Where are the OCS sand / sediment resources to inform management decisions within ocean planning and lease use?What is the extent of compatible sand / sediment resources in the OCS to support restoration? Where is the authoritative source data for sand resources?   BOEM is the lead agency for the OCS.  What vital marine mineral products and data on national, regional, and local scales do managers, planners, and scientists need?  GIS to help us get there.  How do we improve sharing marine mineral datasets with our partners? Hard nut to crack actually with the levels of security needs on US government systems.  MMPGIS designed to support many roles:  Data Steward:  Maintain a marine mineral resource inventoryPhysical Scientist / Analyst: Characterize the subsurface (texture, color, volume) geospatially  to delineate sand resources, Incorporate spatial data to support leasing and environmental decisions Planner:  Consume authoritative marine mineral datasets to identify conflicts with other OCS activities, Contribute to regional planningManager:  Manage the resource, we need to know what we have, Optimize the business value of managing mineral resources in the offshoreDirector, Oversee the development of marine mineral resources on the OCS
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Bathymetry & Backscatter 

Environmental Data 

Bottom Characteristics 

Collect, Analyze, and Process Transform 

Vibracores 

Leasing / Planning/Construction 
Lease Areas 

Dredge Areas 
Beach Placement Areas 

Outer Continental Shelf Study Area 
Beach Study Areas 
Avoidance Areas 
Sand Resources 

Sidescan 

BOEM Line NY 107 

BOEM Line NY 102 East Montauk 

Developing a Marine Minerals Enterprise Geodatabase 
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MMPGIS Overview 

Sub-bottom seismic  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Types of geospatial data going into the MMPGIS, derived analysis of geophysical and geotechnical data (seismic, vibrocore) to locate, characterize sand resource areas offshore to include interpreted sub-bottom profiles for sand deposit thickness
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MMP Historical and New Cooperative Agreement Data Development 
(Leasing Projects, Studies, Cooperative Agreements) 

Migrated to MMPGIS
 

16% of the data inventoried still requires manual extraction 

5,764 files 
requiring manual 

data entry 
identified as of 
July 2016, files 
containing core 

logs/handwritten 
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MMPGIS Overview 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There is a significant amount of unstructured data to be developed, and incorporated in the geodatabase.  The level of effort to develop data unstructured data is huge and one huge project challenge is the non-digital data, we identified over 5000 core logs that could be digitized, we received over 50,000 files this year to incorporate into the geodatabase.



 
SRAT to support the National OCS Sand / Sediment Inventory 
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MMPGIS Overview 
Sand Resource Analysis Tool 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As the data is developed, tools to help us answer the questions I mentioned earlier.  So a scenario we are all very familiar with, a hurricane has came through and the coastline has been impacted and critical infrastructure needs to be protected.  Where is the compatible sand for that stretch of coastline.  Is there enough of the resource?  This is where the Sand Resource Analysis  tool comes into play, to locate potential sand resources to help provide some preliminary information for planners, engineers or scientists to further investigate, evaluate the viability of use Handover with AlexaIn tandem with processing data for inclusion in MMPGIS, we have been working on the prototype for the Sand Resource Analysis Tool. The tool queries MMPGIS data based on user defined parameters to locate potential sand resources where there isn’t an extensive historical dataset.  Because of the amount of data available in NJ we were able to test our tool against existing data. The tool is built from python scripts utilizing ArcGIS functions and currently can be supported on versions 10.2 and 10.3.



Tracking Sediment 
Resources through 

Time 
 

NJ Sand Resources 

2004, 12.4 mcy 

2007, 17.9 mcy 
2015, 31.3 mcy 

New Jersey Sediment Resources 
Historical Data 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As we have been populating the MMPGIS we have been afforded an opportunity to see changes in sediment resources as sampling increases and technology improves. Due to several cooperative agreements with the state of New Jersey we can formulate a history of resources in their offshore waters.In 2004, this pale yellow polygon was delineated as a sand resource and estimated to have 12.4mcy of sandIn 2007, this smaller beige polygon was delineated and estimated to have even more sand than the original larger polygonAs a result of the most recent coop agreement, this same resource was expanded laterally and estimated to include 31.3mcy.Because these areas continually appear, there is justification to further explore these areas in more detail.
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Reconnaissance look at finding potential sediment resources for coastal restoration 8 

Prototype 

Inputs 
‒ Minimum Volume 
‒ Min Grain Size 
‒ Max Grain Size 
‒ Munsell 

Sand Resource Analysis Tool 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Query parameters to search the core samples. Currently the tool queries the core feature class for grain size and has the capability for color though we don’t currently have an extensive dataset to test that function yet. Minimum volume is another user parameter to refine a resource search. In the future, as more of the analog data is converted other parameters like percent fines will also be available.



Sand Resource Analysis Tool 
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Prototype 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here we start with the Core feature class from MMPGIS. If our search criteria is 0-3phi, the tool looks at each core, this one was collected in 53 ft of water and was 19 ft deep. And in each core, it looks at the mean phi for each sample within the core, when it gets to the lowest sample that meets that 0-3 phi parameter, it captures the bottom sample depth.That bottom sample depth is then added to the original water depth and output in a new core feature class as the bottom elevation of the sand resource layer.



X,Y, New Z  →  Bottom horizon surface raster 
 
 
Coastal Relief Model – New Raster → Isopach raster 
 
 
Isopach raster → Isopach contours 
 
 
Contours → Resource Polygons 

Sand Resource Analysis Tool 
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Prototype 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Using the cores’ X,Y positions and the new calculated Z value an interpolation raster is created to represent the bottom horizon of the sand shoal.Currently the tool uses NOAAs coastal relief model as the default bathymetry layer, but in the future there will be an option to input available higher resolution data. The new raster is subtracted from the CRM to create an isopach raster.Isopach contours are derived from the rasterClosed polylines at the 5ft and 10ft thick intervals are converted to polygons to represent possible sand resources.



Sand Resource Analysis Tool 
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Prototype 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Based on the user defined minimum volume polygons are ranked as either meeting or not meeting that criteria. Here the pink polygons have more than 1,000,000y3 of sand and the gray ones have less. Zooming in on some of these areas you can see that despite limited core samples, a limited range of phi values, and a low resolution bathymetry model we were able to closely match many of the resource polygons defined by the state of NJ.



‒ With only limited core samples, able to identify major resources 
 

‒ Still in prototype 
 

‒ Need to incorporate more data into MMPGIS 
‒ Additional core data 
‒ Manual data entry of current core data supporting documents 

 
‒ Version 2 

‒ Input bathymetry raster 
‒ Additional criteria 
‒ Output report with summary statistics 

Sand Resource Analysis Tool 
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Prototype 
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Bathymetry & Backscatter 

Environmental Data 

Bottom Characteristics 

Organize 

Leasing / Planning/Construction 
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Collaboration 
Developing a Marine Minerals Enterprise Geodatabase 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Incorporating data from partners is vital to creating a robust tool and database with varying levels of data resolutionTwo examples of working with partners 1st graphic MD DNR and MGS offshore MD bottom classification map using the CMEC standard2nd graphic NJ DEP offshore Monmouth County, mapping sediment thickness in potential resource areasState efforts to digitize historical data has improved the efficiency of incorporating the data into MMPGISWith preliminary knowledge from SRAT, directed efforts can be made to further study identified resources in the future
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Marine Spatial Planning 
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Collaboration 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
MMPGIS to support Marine Spatial Planning, ex offshore NC wind planning, marine mineral lease areas, ocean disposal areas



Knowing where resources are allows for faster engagement with other OCS stakeholders 
 
 In the Atlantic 

 
Renewable Industry 

‒ Wind Planning Areas 
‒ Renewable Leases 
‒ Hydrokinetic Leases 

 
Telcom Industry 

‒ Submarine Cables 
 

Shipping Industry 
‒ Shipping Channels 
 

Dredging Operations 
 
Fishing Industry 

 
Multi-Use Management – Marine Spatial Planning 15 

Collaboration 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Knowing where the resources are in the Atlantic will allow for faster engagement, Marine Minerals Geospatial Data layers / Sand Resource Areas to support ocean planning bodies, federal, state and local communities. The complexities of multiple uses, wind energy, communication cables, dredging operations, fishing, recreational use … many more



Knowing where resources are allows for faster engagement with other OCS stakeholders 
 
 In the Gulf of Mexico 

 
Oil and Gas Industry 

‒ Wells 
‒ Platforms 
‒ Pipelines 
 

Telcom Industry 
‒ Submarine Cables 
 

Shipping Industry 
‒ Shipping Channels 
 

Dredging Operations 
 
Fishing 

 
Multi-Use Management – Marine Spatial Planning 
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Collaboration 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Gulf another complex ocean / water space management challenge, being able to characterize the environment will aid in tough ocean planning decisions.  
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Collaboration 
Federal Agencies 

•BOEM   •BSEE 
•DOI OCIO  •USACE 
•USGS   •NOAA 

State Entities 

•New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection 
•New York State Department of State 
•Virginia Department of Mines, Minerals and Energy 
•Maryland Department of Natural Resources 
•Florida Department of Environmental Protection 
•South Carolina Department of Natural Resources 
•Maine Geological Survey 
•Louisiana Geological Survey 
•Geological Survey of Alabama 
•Mississippi Department of Marine Resources  

Educational Institutions 

•University of Delaware - Delaware Geological Survey 
•University of Rhode Island 
•University of New Hampshire 
•University of Massachusetts Amherst - Massachusetts Geological Survey 
•Dept of Geological Sciences, East Carolina University & UNC Coastal Studies Institute 
•Skidway Institute of Oceanography, University of Georgia 
•Louisiana State University 
•The University of Texas  
•Texas A&M University 

Industry 

•Coastal Engineering Consulting Firms 
•Geospatial Services 
•Cloud Services 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This project includes all of these listed partners
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Collaboration 



2017 – 2018 Objectives Success Measures 

Integrate MMP and partner agency geospatial data and related 
non-geospatial information into a uniform data model that 
enables MMP to characterize and delineate sand resources on 
the Outer Continental Shelf (OCS) and support resource 
decisions 

MMP Relational Geodatabase capability utilized by BOEM within 
2 years 

Create an OCS sand resource inventory for MMP Establish a national inventory in 2017 for the Gulf of Mexico and 
Atlantic 

Create custom reporting and analysis tools to facilitate use by 
scientists, managers, and planners 

Applications realized within 3 years 

Establish data stewardship and data structure for the Marine 
Minerals Program (Leverage historic data by converting to a 
standardized, digital format)  

85% of digital data structured and 10% of manual core data 
incorporated by 2017 
Sand Resource Area datasets (authoritative data) registered on 
Marine Cadastre / Data.gov 

Support productive local, state, and Federal collaboration and 
geospatial information exchange across all levels of government 

Data retrieveable by BOEM offices within 3 years and our Federal 
/ State partners within 4 years 
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Future 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Next StepsLease Area information currently on MarineCadstre.gov (Updated 8/2016)Additional Feature Classes to be published soonModel template and documentation is available for organizing and sharing dataMMP Relational Geodatabase capability utilized by BOEM within 2 yearsEstablish a national inventory in 2017 for the Gulf of Mexico and AtlanticApplications realized within 3 years85% of digital data structured and 10% of manual core data incorporated by 2017Sand Resource Area datasets (authoritative data) registered on Marine Cadastre / Data.govData retrieveable by BOEM offices within 3 years and our Federal / State partners within 4 years



Lora Turner 
Physical Oceanographer 

Bureau of Ocean Energy Management 
lora.turner@boem.gov 

703-787-1747 

Alexa Ramirez 
Marine Geologist  
Quantum Spatial 

aramirez@quantumspatial.com 
727-329-0947 

 

Thank you 
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